ABSTRACT

Many scholars have found in Indonesia politics, among those running for local office, DPR RI, and DPRD, this phenomenon is familiar to the Indonesia political scene. Tuban general election in 2011 many public spotlight, among the candidates who registered were from incumbent two periods, she was nominated as the vice regent, more a concern again figure K.H. Fathul Huda who are willing to run for regent Tuban with H. Nur Nahar Husaen as vice regent.

K.H. Fathul Huda is a religious based candidates and businessman, he enlisted shortly before the registration deadline after coming umroh, being pulled from K.H. Fathul Huda is a flamboyant, figure as a businessman he has a social life and religion are mutually sustainable, election as regent Tuban K.H. Fathul Huda brings new hope for many NU community in particular and society in general Tuban, to be able to make changes in all aspect of their lives, ranging from social, economy, religious and ect.

In the success of the leadership course K.H. Fathul Huda using by inner method, that change on individual approach subordinates bureaucrats to be able to transform itself so it will be easier to carry out the mandate as a public servant, this method is supported by two principles he has applied in the lead Tuban they are : (1). Basis of consultation (2). Enjoining unjust, The two principle that is oriented to the teachings of Islam which is his belief since childhood.
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